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South Smith Street Action Group (SSSAG), based in Fitzroy and Collingwood, was formed in 2020
because of the intense pressure our community is currently facing from the large number of high
rise development applications in our immediate neighbourhood, all landing in the City of Yarra’s
(CoY) Planning Department within the space of a year. Our area (unofficially bounded by Gertrude St
and Victoria Pde to the north and south and Napier and Wellington Sts to the east and west)
currently has 7 major applications in at planning with others underway, in addition to the large
number of sites already just completed or under construction. We believe this is due to the fact that
the CoY and State Government are introducing new height restrictions via Design and Development
Overlays (DDO’s 23, 37 and 39) and there has been a rush by developers to push their proposals
through the planning channels before these become law.
After sitting on these new regulations for many months the Minister for Planning Richard Wynn
finally approved them as an interim measure, however, much to the dismay of the local community,
he removed references to mandatory height limits which the statutory planners at CoY had
proposed in an attempt to control the previously out of control growth south Fitzroy and
Collingwood have experienced over the past 5 years. These DDO’s have not yet been exhibited to
the community and we hope they will go before Standing Advisory Panels prior to being made law so
that the community is given an opportunity for input. And we will be demanding that height limits
are made mandatory.
No Management of the Growth
We say this is ‘out of control growth’ because, despite living in the state’s LGA with the second
highest population density, there are thousands of new apartments being added in in a very
confined area, and there is absolutely no indication that there is corresponding provision of
additional amenities for the local community, let alone maintenance of existing amenity, either by
the council or by the state government.
And all we see is loss of amenity everywhere, whether it’s things that are difficult to measure –
destruction of atmospheric heritage spaces, loss of precious inner city trees, (rarely replaced with
green canopies of a decent size in our area), open sky views, distant views, overshadowing of
streets, overshadowing and overlooking of private open space or overshadowing of the few small
parks that we have. Or the more measurable facilities which should be being provided for the
increased population – overcrowded transport, over full primary schools, no senior schools,
unavailable child care, no provision of housing for the elderly or nursing homes and the desperate
shortage of green space. And the consolidation of sites in our local shopping strips (our local
shopping strip – Smith Street – doubles as a Major Activity Centre) means that even shops providing
our basic day to day needs disappear, as an example the 7-11 on the corner of Victoria Parade is to
become 13 storeys of Consultants Suites.
A number of our group sat through the Planning Panel Hearing for Amendment C269, a major
overhaul of the local Yarra Planning Framework. From all the submissions presented it is clear there
is actually no detailed population planning which in turn would direct an understanding or
coordination of the apartment types being provided in each separate new development thereby
ensuring housing types across all age groups and family structures in our community.
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Let alone ensuring provision of affordable housing. We are not experts in analysing why the
provision of all these thousands of apartments is not making housing more affordable, but one
casual observation applying to our local area is that the investor purchased apartments, of which
there are a large proportion in any development, mostly become permanent Air B&B’s.
Bring Control into the Planning System (it’s what it’s there for)
In order ascertain what protections our planning system needs, this Inquiry need only look at the
final as-built physical structures the current system has given us over the last 10 years. And they are
not pretty. In fact the majority of recently constructed developer-provided additions to our city are
so universally poor from many aspects – heritage, architectural, aesthetic, sustainability, livability,
adverse effect on adjoining residents – that many parts of central Melbourne and suburbs now have
the appearance of a third world country rather than a sophisticated city. The City of Melbourne has
had such poor built form outcomes in the CBD, despite a hugely detailed planning framework, that it
has recently appointed a design panel to oversee new development.
And we would urge the members of this Inquiry to visit the City of Moreland, it is unrecognisable
from 10 years ago and almost every project an example of what not to do. Compare this photo
below to what our forebears provided in the inner city during Victorian times. Private development
is not delivering the kinds of suburbs and communities people want.
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Mandatory provisions
We would like to cite a letter written by the CEO of the CoY more than 5 years ago (attached) which
describes the issues we face in the inner city when dealing with the current prescriptive planning
system. It is all such a waste, of time and money. From the money side of things, it will cost our
group in the space of a year between $50,000 and $100,000 for representation at VCAT for each of
the current 7 applications referred to above.
We therefore desperately believe and need the planning regulations to deliver mandatory provisions
in relation to the following:
• Building height
• Provision of low cost housing without incentive of extra height
• Provision of architectural merit without incentive of extra height
• Applicant analysis and justification of a development’s housing / commercial mix, which
references recent population statistics
• Building setbacks
• Sustainability standards
• Apartment standards
• Limitations on type and number of building materials in any development
• Overhaul of sunlight and overlooking provisions which were introduced with much smaller
developments in mind, particularly in the inner city. For example increase access to sunlight
for more than 6 months of the year, ie applicant’s analysis not limited to the equinox.
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Appendix A. Audit Act 1994 section 16—submissions and comments

RESPONSE provided by the Chief Executive Officer, City of Yarra
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Appendix A. Audit Act 1994 section 16—submissions and comments

RESPONSE provided by the Chief Executive Officer, City of Yarra – continued

Victorian Auditor-General’s Report
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Appendix A. Audit Act 1994 section 16—submissions and comments

RESPONSE provided by the Chief Executive Officer, City of Yarra – continued
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